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‘The PEOPLE cop’
Despite career shifts, Officer Conley remains close with
those around him
By KATY SUMMERLIN
contributing writer

Officer David Conley is driving the speed
limit and talking  miles a minute, with one
arm out the window and the sun reflecting off
his tinted aviator sunglasses. Empty Sheetz
coffee cups fill both cup holders in the front
seat of his police cruiser. He only drinks flavored coffee.
Technological gadgets, like a laptop mounted on a stand and a dashboard camera, take
up so much space, there’s barely room for a
passenger. He says he doesn’t really use most
of that stuff anyway; he’s more of a pencil-andpaper kind of guy.
In Shenandoah, Va., where he grew up,
Conley recalls the constant harassment by
the police.

“Back in my hometown, the cops were
always messin’ with people,” Conley said. “So
one night my friends and I were hanging out
and they rode by, and I told one of them, ‘I’m
smart enough to do what you do.’ ”
That’s how Conley became a cop.
Twenty-one years later, he is JMU’s “P.R.
cop” — or “the people cop.” When not on
patrol for the JMU police, he is in D-Hall,
Starbucks, Carrier Library or driving around
campus. After six years, Conley has become a
fixture of the JMU community, working hard
every day to make sure students know he’s a
friend.
Conley has spent all of his life and career
in the Shenandoah Valley. It was at Page
County High School, where he worked for
see CONLEY, page B6
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Officer Conley held several other positions before arriving at JMU in 2005.
Here, he has made a niche for himself as JMU’s “P.R. cop.”
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FOOTBALL

BOARD OF VISITORS

Defense shines in big win

Tuition talk

Board votes to split college of ISAT, approves sixyear funding plan
By REBECCA CROSSAN
contributing writer

>> See a photo slideshow of
the game at breezejmu.org.
By DAVID HALSTEAD
contributing writer

JMU’s defense finally lived up to
their reputation.
The Dukes had four sacks and
gave up only  yards rushing to the
College of William & Mary.
On Saturday, the Dukes got a
- win over the Tribe. More
importantly, JMU showed its sound
resilience on the defensive front and
came up with big stops at critical
moments during the game.
The improvement of the Dukes’
defense over the course of the season has been a work in progress
when looking back at JMU’s -
loss against the University of North
Carolina Tar Heels. JMU has been
able to improve while dealing with
the injuries of their two starting
defensive tackles.
Defensive tackles redshirt senior
Nick Emmons and junior Sean
O’Neil haven’t played in a game
this season because of knee injuries.
Head coach Mickey Matthews hopes
Emmons can return this Saturday
in the Dukes’ homecoming game
against the University of Richmond,
but O’Neil is out for the season.
Throughout the course of the
game against the Tribe, the Dukes
saw redshirt senior defensive end
Lamar Middleton, redshirt sophomore linebacker Stephon Robertson
and redshirt sophomore Jordan
Stanton limp off the field. Middleton and Robertson returned, but
Stanton stayed off the field.
“We can’t get ahead of ourselves,”
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TOP Redshirt junior quarterback Justin Thorpe outruns a tackle from William
& Mary’s defense at the game in Williamsburg Saturday. BOTTOM Redshirt
senior wide receiver Kerby Long gains yards with help from teammates.

Matthews said. “I’m more concerned about the injury situation in
our defensive line. I’m happy that
we won, but we are really beat up
at the defensive tackle. I don’t know
what we are going to do there.”
So, how have the Dukes been able
to do it defensively? Robertson put
it simply enough.
“The key is to just keep points off
the board, and we will win every
game,” Robertson said.
But that’s easier said than done,
especially when the Tribe has Walter Peyton Watch List senior running
back Jonathan Grimes. Yet somehow, the Dukes held Grimes to just
 yards rushing and an average of
three yards per carry.
“We knew that they had Grimes
and a great offensive line up front,”
Robertson said. “So the tempo set
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NEWS
All the A’s we deserve?

Deans and faculty comment
on grade inflation at JMU.

the game up front as far as stopping
him and stopping the O-Line.”
The Dukes also slowed Tribe
sophomore quarterback Michael
Graham to  yards passing and
sacked him four times. JMU’s defensive front stymied Graham’s running
game.
“He was a pretty good player, and
he tried running the ball on us, and
not most quarterbacks even try and
do that,” Robertson said. “We did
good this game as far as coverage
goes and making him run and making tackles.”
W&M was  of  on third-down
conversions and  of  on fourth
down. The Dukes didn’t shut down
the Tribe’s offense completely, but
they did come up with big plays when
see FOOTBALL, page B2
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OPINION
Stripped argument

It’s not the pornographic
content but the viewer
that causes problems.

The Board of Visitors approved all
proposals in a six-year institutional
plan at Friday’s meeting. The plan
encompasses three areas, including
academic, financial and enrollment/
degree projections and may increase
tuition.
Additionally, another approved
proposal will split the College of Integrated Science and Technology into
two separate colleges.
The proposed financial plan, which
President Linwood Rose called a “road
map” or a “smorgasbord of options,”
detailed how JMU will hypothetically
be spending money over the course of
the next six years.
These expenses include a utility
cost increase, an increase in faculty
salaries and technology and library
enhancement, which would include
developing a digital media “library”
and expanding the Internet and system capacity to support video-based
delivery.
Charles King, senior vice president of Administration and Finance,
that the Commonwealth may alleviate some of these additional financial
burdens.
If they don’t, in-state undergraduate students may see a total tuition and
fees increase of . percent, and outof-state undergraduate students may

Also discussed
 JMU’s debate team is the top









public university debate team
in the country for 2010-2011.
JMU received more instate applications than
any other public college or
university for 2011-2012.
JMU’s private support has
increased 20.6 percent over the
last year to $9,076 for 2011.
BOV approved jazz studies
as a new major for the
Bachelor of Music degree.
As a result of the gates
installation, bus ridership
has increased 22 percent
so far this school year.

see a total tuition and fees increase of
. percent in -. In-state graduate students may see an . percent
increase in total tuition and fees and
out-of-state graduate students may see
a . percent increase.
These fee increases depend on the
amount of funding received from the
Commonwealth, and the BOV will
determine any actual fee increases in
the spring semester.
The hypothetical fee increase in
tuition and fees for - would
be . percent for in-state students
see BOV, page A4
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President Rose called the proposed financial plan, which may increase tuition, a
“road map” or a “smorgasbord of options” at the Board of Visitors meeting Friday.
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SPORTS
Men’s Soccer analysis

Dukes put on a dominating
display in their first
CAA match against
the Towson Tigers.

B5

LIFE
Record revival

Student label continues
tradition of independently
released music.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
Renting begins for the 2012/2013 school
year on Monday, October 3, 2011!
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horoscopes
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
If you’ve been craving increased freedom,
communication is the key. Speak your heart
honestly and respectfully, and doors will
open for greater independence. Friends
direct you to new career opportunities. Let
them know what they mean to you.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Give yourself the
freedom to be alone
if that’s what you want, or to be
gregarious. A quiet day to get
into work might suit just fine.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You get extra
support from your
friends right when you need
it. The squeaky wheel may get
the grease, but it could also be
annoying.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You have the power
to make changes.
Focus on what’s possible instead
of limitations, and choose reality
over fantasy. Enlist suppor.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Send your
messages far and
wide: You’re extra
tactful now. You may feel stuck
behind an obligation, but your
words have freedom.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
As in the Cherokee
tale, your inner
good wolf and bad wolf are
battling today. It’s love and
generosity versus hate and
selfishness.
PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Partnership is
especially important now. Learn
from experience and trust each
other and yourself. Avoid getting

attached to the
results.
ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
Mercury enters Libra,
empowering diplomacy.
Innovation and experimentation
may seem stifled, so stick to
practical tasks.
TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
Work action heats up, even as
an authority blocks a rebellion.
A wide view and compromise
produce results. Listen to all
sides. Limitations ease later.
GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
The ideal of
equilibrium
inspires, but the practice to
maintain it requires energy. An
intention may seem thwarted by
circumstance.
CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Make decisions
and handle repairs for the next
two days. Even if you yearn to fly
free, home provides the greatest
rewards.
LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
There’s more
fortune, but don’t forget that
love is what’s important. Fair
and balanced interactions seem
easier now.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Discrete
discussions behind the scenes
make all the difference. A
new assignment’s bringing in

NATION&WORLD
Big defense
cuts prompt
big worries
McClatchy Newspapers

WASHINGTON — The
boom times are over for the
nation’s military.
After more than doubling
in the past  years, Pentagon
budgets are in for big cuts from
Congress in coming years. No
one yet knows exactly what
will be cut or how deeply the
cuts will go, but everyone
knows they’re coming.
In North Carolina, where
military communities already
are preparing for the drawdown of the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, officials wonder what cuts will mean for
defense contractors and
the size of the state’s force
structure.
Across the nation, it’s a similar story, reflected by simple
numbers: Defense spending
hit a record high of $ billion this year, excluding the
cost of the wars in Afghanistan

and Iraq. And it must be cut
by $ billion over the next
 years because of the debtlimit agreement passed by
Congress last month.
But that’s just the beginning:
If Congress’ “supercommittee”
doesn’t reach agreement in
the next two months on a plan
to reduce the nation’s deficit
by at least $. trillion, automatically triggered cuts would
slash as much as $ billion
from defense and security programs over the next decade.
Marion Blakey, president
and chief executive officer
of the Aerospace Industries
Association, said the possibility of large automatic cuts is
“the abyss” facing members
of the supercommittee. And
she said the economic risks
are very high, with the aerospace and defense industry
supporting . million jobs in
all  states.
“Make no mistake. Combining the cuts already incurred
and the potential for more
defense cuts, hundreds of
thousands of American workers’ jobs are at risk,” she said
at a recent news conference
at the National Press Club in
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We caught you!

Freshman Taylor Broughfman, a psychology and writing, rhetoric and technical
communication double major, was spotted reading The Breeze in Miller Hall on Wednesday. It was
Broughman’s first time reading The Breeze, and she won a free Darts & Pats T-shirt. The contest
was part of the 20th birthday celebration of Darts & Pats, a popular staple of the Opinion section.

CORRECTION
 In a Sept. 19 article titled “No trouble in Studio Theatre’s
‘Macbeth,’ “ it was incorrectly reported that Mark Tucker and Jesse
Bhamrah are theatre majors. Tucker is not a JMU student and Bhamrah
is not a declared theatre major. The next theatre production is the student-run
“Lucky Stiff,” which runs from Thursday until Oct. 4. Tickets are $8.

Washington.
The uncertainty has created
much angst across the nation,
particularly in states that
rely heavily on U.S. defense
spending.

“If we stick this out
for 20 years and
they don’t give you a
pension, then we just
wasted 20 years.”
Sheena Switzer
Military wife

Military families are watching the wrangling over the
nation’s deficit with particular unease. Many troops and
their families fret that pay and
retirement benefits will suffer
in coming years, even though
no specific proposals have
been announced.
In Washington state, Sheena Switzer, , already worries
that her husband, an Iraq war
veteran, might not receive any
retirement pay.
“If we stick this out for 
years and they don’t give you

a pension, then we just wasted
 years,” said Switzer, whose
husband is a member of Joint
Base Lewis-McChord’s th
Brigade, nd Infantry Division.
On Capitol Hill, Democrats
and Republicans alike are
concerned that less military
spending would hurt local
economies and lead to job
losses. The specter of the automatic cuts is most worrisome
to many members.
“You’d have a major, major
cut in defense — it’s unacceptable,” said Rep. Norm Dicks
of Washington state, a longtime proponent of defense
spending and the top-ranked
Democrat on the House
Appropriations Committee.
“There’s no way to speculate
what would happen. But I
think at some point — if there
are cuts of that magnitude
— there would have to be a
reduction in force.”
In North Carolina, retired
Marine Col. John Nicholson,
the military affairs adviser
to North Carolina Gov. Bev
Perdue, said the governor
recently led a series of military
summits at base communities around the state, with
the possibility of military

downsizing looming over
these discussions.
“We know that the Marine
Corps is going to reduce the
size of force structure once we
get out of Afghanistan,” Nicholson said. “We don’t know
what that number is going to
be, but we know there will be
a reduction.”
The state, which has been
trying to increase the number
of defense contracting jobs,
has about , veterans,
one of the largest populations
in the nation. It’s also home
to the Army’s Fort Bragg and
Marine Corps Base Camp
Lejeune, as well as Seymour
Johnson Air Force Base.
At Washington state’s Lewis-McChord, leaders have
signaled that, after a decade
of growth, cuts are on the horizon. The base employed some
, civilians in . It has
instituted a hiring freeze for
most jobs.
Jay Ebbeson, spokesman
for the base’s Madigan Army
Medical Center, said the hospital is taking a harder look at
filling open positions and is
working to reduce expenses
that aren’t directly related to
patient care.

Like current events?
Like sports?
Like entertainment?

Write for THE BREEZE!
Email breezeeditor@gmail.com
to get involved!

News

university of california students
IMPRISONED FOR DISRUPTING SPEECH
on page A5
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ACADEMICS

The school of A’s
Faculty, students say high grades are sign of student achievement, not lax standards
By Lani Furbank
The Breeze
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Despite declining SAT scores and
rising grades for JMU students, two
university deans said they’re not too
concerned about grade inflation.
The average SAT scores of incoming freshmen have dropped from 1187
in 1991 to 1146 in 2010, according to
JMU’s Institutional Research Statistical Summary.
In contrast, the average undergraduate GPA has risen from 2.89 in
1993 to 3.06 in 2009.
George Sparks, the dean of the
School of Visual and Performing Arts,
is “not a big believer in tests.”
He said the value of a class should
be judged by its ability to have discussion where students can actively
engage in the material, and he
doesn’t see a problem in having
a higher percentage of As and Bs,
because of the high student aptitude
the university attracts.
Sparks doesn’t support capping
the number of As awarded, a policy adopted by Princeton University
in 2009, which said no more than
35 percent of undergraduate grades
could be As.
In 2004 at Princeton, 50 percent of
grades awarded were As, according to
The New York Times.
“If you’ve got a terminal number of
As, you can’t give everyone what they
deserve,” Sparks said. “If the whole
class is making an A, that’s something
to celebrate.”
In the College of Visual Arts, 55.5
percent of students taking a 100 or
200 level class last fall got an A. as
64.5 percent of students taking a 300
or 400 level class got an A along with
93.4 percent of students taking graduate classes.
Phil Wilson, dean of the College
of Education, said that while grade
inflation does exist at JMU, he’s not
sure how widespread it is.
“My foremost concern is that faculty members are awarding grades
based on criteria that are reasonable,
fair, evenly applied and academically defensible,” Wilson said in an
email. “Quite honestly, these issues

animate my interest and concern
much more than the issue of grade
inflation in and of itself.”
Wilson said he would much rather focus on students’ learning rather
than their grades.
Students and professors have
mixed opinions about how significant grade inflation is at JMU.
Hannah Hardin, a junior psychology major, said she felt sufficiently
challenged by her classes. She said
she’s heard some professors believe
that students aren’t being challenged
enough.
“Students have college figured out
better than professors think,” Hardin
said.
Janet Daniel, a biology professor, said she hasn’t seen the effects
of grade inflation in her classes and
that her grade distribution trends
have stayed consistent over the years.
She typically has a similar amount
of students at the extreme ends and
a higher number concentrated in the
middle.
“If it’s a good grading instrument,
then it should discriminate several levels of achievement, which
correlate to As, Bs, Cs, Ds and Fs,”
Daniel said. “We’re on a crusade to
teach and evaluate as accurately as
possible.”
The low professor-to-student ratio
and the abundance of opportunities offered to students should allow
them to get the most out of their
time in college, and Daniel said she
doesn’t see a need to crack down on
grade inflation.
She believes that constantly evaluating ideas and staying up to date
with academic debates can help
avoid grading inaccuracies.
Peter Amaral, a junior computer science major, said grades and
student performance in his major
classes differ greatly from those in
general education classes. He attributes this to their availability to all
majors.
He said he’s noticed a distinct pace
and style of teaching in his General
Education physics class, where the

BUSINESS

COB partners with firm for challenge
By Joshua Hahn
contributing writer

Upperclassmen in the College of
Business will have the opportunity
to compete against each other using
their finance skills.
Good Wealth Management, an
investment firm located in Harrisonburg, is teaming up with the
College of Business’s finance and
business law department to provide
an Investment Challenge Competition to students.
Pamela Drake, head of the finance
department, said teams of juniors and
seniors in the College of Business will
design, execute and monitor a retirement portfolio for a fictitious client, in
which they will be expected to make
the best qualitative and quantitative
decisions as possible.
While the client may be fictitious,
the profile is that of a real-life anonymous investor, so the experience will
be as realistic as possible, according
to Edwin Good, president of Good
Wealth Management.
Competitors will manage a $1.2
million portfolio in teams of three to
four students.

in brief
HARRISONBURG

Area poverty rate climbs
About 20 percent of Harrisonburg
now live below the poverty
line, according to the American
Community Survey, part of the
United States Census Bureau.
That amounts to 23,000 city and
Rockingham County residents living
below the threshold of $22,000 or
less, according to The Daily NewsRecord. The number below the
poverty line jumped 21.6 percent
from 2009 to 2010 and 41.4 percent
from 2007 to 2010.

Financial teams will be judged in
Drake said the recognition and
February, not only by the portfolio’s experience are the real purpose of the
performance, but also for the quality challenge because it allows finance
of the strategies they put together.
students who don’t have much
The challenge will emphasize experience on their résumé to add
many realistic aspects of investing to something applicable to it.
prepare participants for the financial
Daniel Uribe, financial adviser at
world, according to Drake.
Good Wealth Management, works
“There is some disconnect between closely with interns to develop the
how people actually manage their challenge. He said he wanted to
money and how people think invest- create a real-life scenario of how
ing works,” Drake said. “Some investing works.
investment challenges like this one
adjust results based on the risk of “It’s now how you manage
investments, which means playing
money that counts, it’s
risky for big gains won’t necessarily
how you play the game.”
pay off.”
But other investment competitions
focus only on short-term quantitative Elias Semaan
finance professor
gains.
“It’s not how you manage money
that counts, it’s how you play the
game,” said Elias Semaan, a finance
professor.
When teams actually sit down
Semaan and other COB faculty to meet with the “client,” they meet
involved with the competition said with Good, who will act on behalf of
they’re providing an invaluable expe- the fictitious client, a retiree who has
rience for the students demonstrating lost some assets in the stock market
how real-world financing works.
downturn and has a moderate risk
Good Wealth Management has not tolerance.
decided on a prize for the competiGood said the competition will
emphasize that importance of
tion’s winner.

investor-client communication.
“We don’t want to just give students an opportunity to make a lucky
guess,” Good said. “We want to come
up with a way of investing money that
takes into account the risks that have
been taken in that investment plans.”
The challenge’s judges can dismiss
or penalize any team that is taking too
many risks and not meeting the client’s needs, according to Uribe.
Although this is the first Investment Challenge Competition, Good
Wealth Management is already working on their second production. Each
year will have a different scenario and
new clients ,Uribe explained.
Though sign-up for the competition ended Friday, the official
challenge begins today, and the competition will last until February, when
the portfolios will be judged.
There are seven student teams of
four each participating in the competition, according to Drake. The
winning financial analysis team will
be honored at the Good Wealth Management annual gala in spring 2012.

HARRISONBURG

charlottesville

HARRISONBURG

More than a month after its
collapse, the terrace at the back of
the University Park construction
site have not been rebuilt. The
fall occured in August during a
thunderstorm that brought heavy
rain, according to university
spokesman Don Egle. Construction
on the terrace was not yet complete,
and the blocks that made up the
terrace were not completely secured.
Egle said the collapse would not stop
the project from being completed
on time. Nielsen Builders, the firm
contracting the work on the site,
could not be reached after multiple
attempts.

One JMU student and one University
of Virginia student fell from a
balcony at the Pi Kappa Alpha house
in Charlottesville after a railing
gave way, according to WHSV. The
incident occured at about 2:30 a.m.
Saturday and sent the two students
falling to the driveway 15 feet
below. The JMU student, 20, was
taken to the hospital with critical,
life-threatening head injuries. The
U.Va. student, 18, was sent the
hospital, then treated and released
with non life-threatening injuries.
Charlottesville Police called the fall
an accident and said charges were
unlikely.

The solar panel installed on top
of Eastern Mennonite University’s
Sadie A. Hartzler Library’s roof
last fall has exceeded expected
estimates for energy created,
according to The Daily News-Record.
It was originally estimated to
produce 130,000 kilowatt-hours of
electricity per year, but has already
produced 126,000 kilowatt-hours
six weeks ahead of the original
projections. If the trend continues,
the panels will produce more than
140,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity.

University Park terrace
remains unrepaired

JMU student injured
after railing collapse

Contact Joshua Hahn at
hahnja@dukes.jmu.edu.

EMU solar array more
efficient than expected

see grades, page A4

CRIME

Student
nearly
abducted
A female student avoided an
attempted abduction in Hunter’s
Ridge early Saturday morning.
She was walking alone on
the 1400 block of Bradley Drive
in Hunter’s Ridge around 12:15
a.m. Saturday when she was
approached by three white men,
according to Harrisonburg police
spokeswoman Mary-Hope Vass.
They asked the victim to come to
a party in an apartment and one
of the men put his arm around
her shoulder while a second man
grabbed her arm.
She then broke free and ran
from the two men and escaped
without injury, Vass said. The
three men were last seen around
the 1300 block of Bradley Drive.
There were no reports of
abductions on campus in 2010,
according to JMU police’s crime
log, and no reports of abductions
on campus between 2009 and
2007, according to Public Safety’s
Annual Crime Report.
Harrisonburg Police encourage
students to avoid walking alone if
possible, Vass said, and to lock
doors and windows of their cars
and homes at night.
Anyone with information on
this incident should contact
Crime Solvers at 540-574-5050 or
text “HPD,” plus the tip to 274637
(Crimes).
The JMU Police can be contacted by telephone at 540-568-6911;
in person at the Public Safety
Office in Anthony-Seeger Hall or
by email at publicsafety@jmu.
edu.
— staff report
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grades | Profs say BOV | Grad rate higher than national average
inflation not a problem
from front

from page A3

professor gives daily assignments and quizzes to
evaluate students. In his computer science classes, students
are expected to solve problems
independently, and teachers don’t walk them through
assignments.
Amaral said the challenges
presented to students by different kinds of majors were
very different.
They’re “two totally different
worlds, especially between the
liberal arts and the math and
sciences,” Amaral said.
Hak-Seon Lee, a professor
in the department of political
science, worries that students
focus too much on grades. He
believes the role of a university is not merely to satisfy a
customer.
“It’s not like we are selling
our knowledge to students,”
Lee said. “We are training
people who can think by themselves [in a] critical way.”
Philip Bigler, a professor
in the College of Education,
agrees that students should
focus on learning the material.
“A lot of times today,

“A lot of times today,
students are working
to get the grade, and
they forget that they
are here to learn.”
Philip Bigler

College of Education
professor

students are working to get the
grade, and they forget that they
are here to learn,” Bigler said.
Bigler doesn’t view grade
inflation at JMU as a major
problem, especially when
compared to Ivy League
schools, which he believes are
“are giving out As as an average grade,” Bigler said.
Daniel said the true indication of students’ abilities isn’t
their GPA, but rather, how they
perform after graduation.
“The proof is always in
the pudding,” Daniel said.
Contact Lani Furbank at
breezevideo1@gmail.com.

and 1.9 percent for out-ofstate students. For in-state
graduate students, it would
be an increase of 3.2 percent
and for out-of-state graduates,
it would be an increase of 1.4
percent.
Jerr y Benson, interim
provost and senior vice president of Academic Affairs
said the academic plan
objectives include quick and
efficient degree completion,
an increase in technology
that supports advanced learning tools and an increase in
degrees in Science, Technology and Engineering and
Health Sciences.
The proposal for a future
split of the CISAT could
result in two separate colleges: the College of Health and

Behavioral Studies and the
College of Applied Science
and Engineering.
Benson said this division
is a response to national and
Commonwealth priorities
that call for more graduates
in the fields of science, technology, engineering and
mathematics.
These graduates help drive
the economy and will help
decide much of our future
legislation, such as healthcare
reform, according to Benson.
“The college configuration
as presented and proposed
will appropriately highlight
the significant number of
quality academic programs
that we have,” Benson said.
This proposal was passed
unanimously by the BOV and
will be proposed to the Virginia General Assembly so JMU

can potentially receive funding from the state.
Rose’s assistant, Nick Langridge, gave a presentation on
the successful graduation rate
of JMU. The four-year graduation rate is 67 percent, which
puts JMU in the top 10 public
institutions in the nation for
four-year graduation, according to Langridge.
Langridge said that the current six-year graduation rate
is 82.4 percent, compared to
the national average, which is
55.1 percent.
“Over the last 20 years,
we have maintained a range
between 78 percent and
82 percent for our graduation
rate,” Langridge said, “which
makes us quite competitive,
especially for institutions of
our size.”
He said that 13.5 percent of

Get published.
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students transfer to another institution, leaving only
4.1 percent of students who
don’t graduate from JMU at
all.
The board also approved
the 2012-2014 biennium budget. This budget discloses
how much money JMU plans
to spend in certain areas
throughout the 2012-2013 and
2013-2014 school years.
These funds are then divided by JMU according to how
much they will provide and
how much they are asking the
state to provide. This budget
will be sent to the General Assembly for approval.
Contact Rebecca
Crossan at crossarr@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Ten Muslim students found guilty for disrupting speech
Los Angeles Times

SANTA ANA, Calif. — In
an emotional conclusion to a
case that generated national
debate over free speech rights,
an Orange County jury Friday found 10 Muslim students
guilty of conspiring to disrupt
and then disrupting a speech
by Israeli Ambassador Michael
Oren at the University of California, Irvine, last year.
Although the students in
the so-called Irvine 11 case
faced up to a year in jail on the
misdemeanor charges, they
instead were placed on three
years of informal probation,
56 hours of community service
and fines.
District Attorney Tony
Rackaukas, who was in the
courtroom Friday, issued a
statement afterward in which
he called the students’ disruptions “censorship by a few.”
“History tells us of the dire
consequences when one group
is allowed to shout down and
intimidate another or a group
of people so as to not allow
them to have opinions or be
heard,” Rackaukas said.
History requires us to draw
a line in the sand against this
sort of organized thuggery. “In
a civilized society,” he said, “we

cannot allow lawful assemblies
to be shut down by a small
group of people using the heckler’s veto.”
The verdict took the jury of
six men and six women a little
more than two days to reach,
and reaction was swift.
“Absolutely unbelievable,”
Shakeel Syed, executive director of the Islamic Shura Council
of Southern California, said of
the verdict.
“I believe the heart of America has died today. This is
clearly an indication that Muslims are permanent foreigners,
at least in Orange County.”
Jewish community leaders
lauded the verdict. The planned
disruption “crossed the moral,
social and intellectual line of
civility and tolerance,” said
Shalom C. Elcott, president
and chief executive of the local
Jewish Federation & Family
Services.
“While we accept the right
and requirement of a public
institution to provide an unfettered forum for diverse points
of view, we do not, nor will we
ever, support ‘hate speech.’”
After the defendants
waived their right to individual verdicts, Superior Court
Judge Peter J. Wilson admonished the approximately 150

in attendance to maintain
decorum.
“Please remain in control of
your emotions at all times,” he
said.
That failed, however, to prevent a passionate response
from the spectators when the
verdict was read.

“This is clearly an
indication that Muslims
are permanent
foreigners, at least
in Orange County.”
Shakeel Syed

executive director of the
Islamic Shura Council of
Southern California

A number of those in attendance wept, while more than
a dozen more stormed out in
anger.
The defendants, however,
showed little emotion: One
bit his lip, another closed his
eyes, a third winced. Only one,
Mohammad Uns Qureashi, visibly shed a tear.
The mother of Khalid Bahgat Akari, one of the 10, said the
verdict shocked her. Lina Akari,

45, of Murrieta, Calif., said she
had trusted the U.S. court system and had raised her son to
relish the right to free speech.
“I taught him that you can
express your mind,” she said.
“I don’t understand what
happened.
“I said here you can have
freedom of speech and look
what happened” Akari said.
Before trial, charges against
one defendant were tentatively
dismissed pending completion
of 40 hours of community service at a soup kitchen.
But the other 10 went on trial
Sept. 11 before large, at times
noisy, crowds.
The case centered on conflicting views of who was being
censored; Oren, who had been
invited to the campus, or the
students who took turns shouting him down as he tried to give
a speech on U.S.-Israeli relations in February 2010.
Prosecutors contended the
students broke the law by organizing in emails and meetings
to disrupt Oren’s speech.
Defense attorneys argued
that a guilty verdict in the case
would stifle student activism at
colleges nationwide.
They likened their clients’
actions to the civil disobedience of Martin Luther King Jr.,

Rosa Parks and Cesar Chavez.
Among the comments
shouted that night by the
defendants in support of the
Palestinian cause: “Michael
Oren, propagating murder
is not an expression of free
speech!” and “You, sir, are an
accomplice to genocide!”
But Deputy District Attorney
Dan Wagner told jurors during
the trial that the subjects chosen by the students in their
protest were irrelevant.
“Who is the censor in this
case?” Wagner asked the jurors,
pointing to the defendants.
“Right there —10 of them.”
On Friday, Wagner said
of the verdict and sentencing, “We happen to think that
upholding the rights of the
speaker and the audience was
well worth” taxpayer dollars.
“If it chills unlawful conduct, I
guess that’s the idea.”
Campus police detained the
hecklers, and Oren, after leaving the stage, eventually was
persuaded to return and finish
his speech.
University administrators
disciplined some of the students involved and suspended
the campus Muslim Student
Union, some of whose members participated in the protest,
for an academic quarter.

The university “considered
those sanctions sufficient,” UC
Irvine spokesman Rex Bossert
said. “We nurture a campus
climate that promotes robust
debate and welcomes different points of view.”
Legal scholars such as Erwin
Chemerinsky, dean of the UC
Irvine School of Law, agreed
with the university’s punishment, noting that speech
used to squelch another’s First
Amendment right is not constitutionally protected.
But he and others were critical of Rackauckas bringing
criminal charges against each
of the students.
Critics called the charges
political grandstanding over a
non-violent event which stoked
the flames of a controversy that
seemed to have died down
months ago.
“It’s unnecessary and it’s
harmful. It’s unnecessarily
divisive,” Chemerinsky said
Friday. “Now this keeps it an
open wound.”
He said the students had,
indeed, broken the law.
“There’s no free speech right
to disrupt an event,” he said.
The American Civil Liberties
Union of Southern California
said Friday it was “deeply troubled” by the convictions.
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EXPRESS YOUR OPINIONS ABOUT
PORNOGRAPHY ON QUADTALK
AT 12:30 TODAY AT THE TOP OF THE QUAD.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Public safety concerns

Over the last year, I’ve
noticed an increase in the
number and aggressiveness of
JMU and Harrisonburg Police
officers. More police should
be a good thing, right? After
all, each and every officer has
taken an oath “to protect and
serve” the public.
Unfortunately, new policies and a reprioritization after
the infamous Springfest riot in
April  have dissolved any
sense that the police are here
primarily to keep us safe.
One needs only to walk a
few steps down Devon Lane
on a Friday or Saturday night
to see a crawling police force
eager to nab any student displaying even the slightest sign
of tipsiness.
This would be fine if it were
truly in the interest of public safety, but what separates
Harrisonburg from most other
college towns is that police
truly seem more interested
in handing a student a ticket

(men are too)
A column exploring the male and female perspectives on issues JMU students face
This week: Defining the relationship
| The Breeze

Those first
awkward
encounters have
passed. You’ve
caught him looking up from his
Slurpee at you
s e v e ra l t i m e s
when you’ve said
nothing at all.
And the butterflies that have been taking a
jackhammer to your innards
have gone for a coffee break.
So what is “it?” Can you put it
on Facebook? Can you tell your
friends about it? Should you
consider calling Mom to reserve
the church and the country
club’s ballroom for June ?
Defining the relationship —
something every girl wants to
do and no guy knows how to
do — can be a daunting task.
Sometimes guys view it as a
given: “Yeah, I mean I took
her to -Eleven that one time
so that feels commitment-y.”
Other guys don’t seem to
have a clue: “Well the other
night I picked her up, bought
her roses, paid for dinner and
walked her to the door, but I
think we’re just really good
friends.”
And then there’s always the
“hook-up” guy who is only
in it for … well, the hook-up.
These guys often mask themselves with the line, “Why do
we need to put a label on what
we have?”
One great example of this
type of guy would be Justin/
Bobby from “The Hills.” He
was always “too cool” for the
boyfriend label and also too

DARTS

cool for just one
woman (sorry,
Audrina).
That’s why we
females need to
get in there and
figure out what
they want (sometimes they don’t
know themselves). This talk
can go one of three ways: You
can be rejected, you can be
accepted or you can get the
“no labels” line from hook-up
guy. At this point, you need to
decide what you want.
Do you really want to be
with -Eleven guy regardless
of whether or not he wants to
be with you? While he could
probably take care of your
Big Gulp expenses (which, if
you’re anything like me, are
quite numerous), he may not
be the man of your dreams,
so don’t settle for  oz. of caffeinated bliss over a lifetime of
happiness.
At the risk of sounding too
much like hook-up guy, make
sure you focus more on the person than your status. Sure, you
might have someone to hold
your purse while you’re shopping or to share popcorn with
at the movie theater, but is it
really the someone you want?
Once you make that decision,
then you just have to deal with
the stresses of the relationship.
More on that later.
Rachel Dozier is a senior
media arts & design
major. Contact Rachel at
breezepress@gmail.com.

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “you-should-see-thefood-on-the-untouchedplates” dart to the ‘‘what
-would-your-mother-say?’’
dart in Thursday’s issue.
From a girl who has
worked in the dish room.
A “that’s-not-what-yourmomma-taught-you” dart
to all the JMU students on
the packed bus the other day
who didn’t offer the visibly
pregnant woman a seat.
From someone who was
appalled by your selfishness.

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

A “you-light-up-my-life”
pat to our lovely neighbors
who strung colored lights on
the back deck.
From a Copper Beech
resident who smiles every
time she sees them out the
window.
A “you-should-reallycall-before-you-come”
dart to my relatives.
From a girl who is more
than happy to see you
anytime, but would really
appreciate a heads-up.

MATT SUTHERLAND
You’ve probably
heard this from your
significant other
before: “We need to
talk.”
I t ’s t h e s a m e
phrase that has you
start looking for windows if you’re on the
higher levels of a skyscraper, but if you’re
on the ground, you’re out of
luck. In the prenatal stages of
a romantic relationship, many
men associate this opening
phrase with the beginning of a
talk to “define the relationship.”
Luckily, I’ve only had this
specific conversation three
times. I say “luckily” because
it can be a make-or-break
situation.
Defining the relationship
isn’t a bad idea in the least.
Unfortunately, it’s how these
women decide to go about the
issue that annoys me. I would
be perfectly happy if defining
our status was this easy:
“Hey, are we dating?”
“Uh … yes?”
“Great, I’ll go fix you some
Funfetti cupcakes. You’re the
best boyfriend ever, and we’re
not putting this on Facebook!”
Boom. Problem solved. And
now I have a delicious stack
of treats at my disposal. Alas,
these men will have to have
these long, difficult conversations with said women. So my
advice is to take it seriously.
Don’t just say, “Yeah, sure,”
to squash the case; get involved.
No, I’m actually not joking. Maybe it’s the fact that
I’m a senior and I’ve started
A “way-to-match-us-up”
pat to the Office of Residence
Life for giving me the best
random roommate my
freshman year at JMU.
From a senior who hasn’t
changed living arrangements
and is still having a blast.
A “hey-good-lookin’ ”
pat to the cute guy playing
basketball in UREC
Wednesday night.
From a girl running
around the track who
couldn’t keep her eyes off you
and wouldn’t mind playing a
little one-on-one sometime.
A “your-foul-languageand-chants-make-medespise-frats-even-more”
dart to the fine gentlemen
screaming outside my dorm.
From a girl with a splitting
headache and a Nerf gun at
the ready.

| The Breeze

to think seriously about my
relationship and
future, but you
should seriously think about
your partner’s
p o t e nt i a l f o r
success, as well
as potential for
affection, before
you start dating.
Take Jennifer Lopez for
example. One moment you’re
on the Billboard Top  and
cruising with Ben Affleck,
and then you’re endorsing
Fiats with your crappy choreography. It’s a slippery slope,
and not even Jenny’s spoonshaped body can protect her
from the throes of mediocrity.
Fortunately, the “Goldilocks” gauge is a proven
scientific method to determine how much your
girlfriend cares about you and
how healthy/unhealthy that
adoration/obsession may be.
The method goes as follows: If she cares enough to
have “the talk,” she probably
really likes you. But, if that
same girl calls you at  a.m.
to wake you up after calling
your parents and complaining about the previous day’s
argument, then you need to
see other people.
Trust me, you don’t need
any of that “Swimfan” B.S., so
tread carefully.
Matt Sutherland is a
senior media arts & design
major. Contact Matt at
breezecopy@gmail.com.

A “why-do-I-have-totake-Gen-Eds-again?”
dart to JMU.
From a senior English
major who still needs to fulfill
her useless science cluster.
A “why-are-you-sleepingat-4:30-p.m.?” dart to
the freshman girl screaming
expletives at the Marching
Royal Dukes during practice.
From a JMU drumline
member who doesn’t approve
of your lack of school spirit
and thinks you should start
sleeping at a normal hour.
A “you’re-cruisin’-fora-bruisin’ ” dart to all the
on-campus bikers on the
wrong side of the road.
From a bicyclist who
doesn’t want to collide
headfirst with your ignorance
— figuratively and literally.
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and moving on to the next one
than in actually ensuring their
safety.
This becomes even more disconcerting when we take into
account the sudden increase
we’ve seen recently in crime
toward JMU students.
It is one thing for police to
focus so exclusively on public drunkenness when there
isn’t much else going on, but
given the multiple robberies
and assaults that have recently flooded my email account,
doesn’t it seem like it’s time to
reprioritize?
I acknowledge and commend
the good work that police did
with the recent armed robbery
and ask that they make these
cases their top priority.
After all, police are here “to
protect and serve.”
Grady Hart
junior international affairs
and public policy and
administration
double major

ALEXA LIVEZEY | guest columnist

Women are from JMU

RACHEL DOZIER
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Porn scorn
Pornography’s demeaning, controversial
nature is viewers’ fault, not producers’

The idea that pornography
is becoming more hardcore
than ever before is a legitimate one. But Robert Jensen,
a professor from the University
of Texas who came to campus
to talk about the porn industry, has a slightly overshot
argument.
He argued that pornography is becoming a problem
because it contradicts equality, something highly valued
in our society, and therefore
is humiliating and dehumanizing for women.

Since porn
preferences are so
personal, someone
watching hardcore
porn along these lines
had already decided
what their views are
about women. Porn
just brings them
to the surface.
While pornography has
changed styles since its origin,
it’s a natural change that keeps
the industry in business. Like
anything else, old ideas get
stale, so new and appropriate
ones need to constantly be in
the works to be considered
successful.
The new ideas captivating the porn audience are
the types of pornography
emphasized by Jensen: subordination, domination and
A “you’re-my-heroes” pat
to the two guys who saved
me from the rain, drove me
to my test just in time and
reminded me that JMU has
the best people in the world.
From the stranded senior
who thought she was going
to end a tough week with a
missed exam, but who now
just wants to return the favor.
A “you-make-myworkouts-top-notch”
pat to the blonde girl at the
Equipment Center who
makes me feel like I’m
absolutely invincible.
From a guy who loves
UREC even more because he
gets a towel from you.
A “see-ya-later” dart to
the nice, warm summer
weather.
From cold and raining fall.

animalism. It’s true this style
is part of a booming porn market. But why?
With society’s struggle to
maintain equality between
men and women, it’s easy to
think these kinds of porn set
us back from our goal.
However, I think that watching porn is still considered a
private and personal activity.
While the equality battle has
yet to be won, the changing
nature of pornography is not
the reason; rather, the values
of the people who watch porn
are. Sex is very prevalent in our
society; porn is not. Personal
preferences of porn are still
fairly private.
For the most part, it’s not
the norm to have a conversation with someone about the
types of porn they watch or
to hear about it on the news.
Because of this, for those that
prefer any of the types listed
above, it’s mostly a secret kept
to themselves.
It’s possible their views
of women may seep into
their conscience and be visible to others, but I think that
for many, porn is still what
it always has been: a way
to express private desires
that cannot be expressed
otherwise.
Since porn preferences are
so personal, someone watching hardcore porn along these
lines had already decided what
their views are about women.
Porn just brings them to the
surface.
see porn, page A8

A “let’s-not-make-youa-hood-ornament” dart
to the jaywalkers in front of
Anthony-Seeger Hall that will
eventually get hit if they keep
mingling with cars in the
turning lane.
From a student who doesn’t
want you to miss class because
you have to go to the hospital.
A “please-expand-yourvocabulary” dart to the guy
who sits behind me who uses
profanity every fifth word.
From a girl who finds other
ways to express her feelings.
A “you’re-the-coolest” pat
to the good Samaritan who
returned my phone that was
left on the Route  bus.
From an extremely grateful
and enormously relieved
student who would have been
in a permanent dead zone
without your help.
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SANDY JOLLES | guest columnist

Facebook will lose fans if regular changes don’t stop
If Facebook “dislike” buttons
existed, more than  million
people would have clicked it
this past week over the Facebook changes. Considering
Facebook has “remodeled” itself
so habitually, even the most
devoted of Facebook fans have
expressed their distaste into the
official Facebook blog.
Users have turned to criticizing Facebook, arguing it’s slowly
but surely turning into another
MySpace.
We see this every single time
Facebook gets revamped. Users
whine and grumble over the
new adjustments, take a brief
hiatus, then start up their social
networking once more.
But with new rival Google+,
Facebook better be careful.
If you haven’t taken note of all

the rapid changes Facebook is
undergoing, let me specify.
With one glance at the new
Facebook page, it’s fairly obvious what’s changed: the new
News Feed. Without a shadow of doubt, this has collected
the most controversy, altering
the appearance of Facebook
entirely.
Apparently, now it seems
we’re not informed enough to
locate what Facebook deems
“the top story.” The relationship
to the person, comments and
“likes” all feed into the prominence of that story and where
specifically it will appear on the
home page.
Instead of the time-old tradition of things appearing
sequentially, Facebook says it
will feature the “best content”

Facebook already
provides a handful
of options MySpace
fell short on, but
if they continue
to restructure,
Facebook may find
itself superseded
by yet another
social networking
site like Google+.

as opposed to the newest
content.
In other words, because Facebook seems to now act as both

PAUL ARSENOVIC | guest columnist

Tax law needs updating

Buffet Rule will help balance out decades-old class inequalities
Last Monday, President
Obama unveiled a new budget proposal calling for an
increase in taxes on the superrich. The proposal, known as
the “Buffett Rule,” states that
individuals making more than
$ million per year must pay
at least the same effective federal tax rate as middle income
earners. Leading Republicans
characterized Obama’s proposal as “class warfare.’ ”
They argue increasing taxes
on the rich will limit growth
and investment. If I were
Obama, I would respond that
the ultra wealthy have been
fighting against the interests
of the middle class since the
Reagan presidency — and it’s
time for the middle class to
fight back.
Starting in the early s,
middle-income earners saw
their real wages decline while
the top . percent received
dramatic increases in tax
income. Changes in the federal tax code explain much of
the increase in wealth at the
top end. For example, from

 to , the income of the
top . percent increased by
 percent due to changes in
the tax code. Middle-income
earners saw their after-tax
incomes rise by only  percent over the same period. If
the Buffett Rule were implemented, it would limit this
lopsided growth in income at
the top end.

If the Buffett Rule
were implemented,
it would limit this
lopsided growth
in income at
the top end.
Republicans insist that raising taxes on the ultra-rich will
impede economic growth and
lower private investment. The
problem with this claim is that
there’s little evidence to support it. Take the failure of the
Bush tax cuts for example.
Growth in employment and

Gross Domestic Product was
far below average post-World
War II growth during the Bush
Presidency.
Republicans insisted
the Bush tax cuts would
spur growth and pay for
themselves.
Instead, we had lackluster
economic growth, a jobless
recovery and a huge budget
deficit.
The record is clear on the
effectiveness of tax cuts for the
rich: They don’t work. President Obama should resist
pressure from Republicans
to drop the Buffett Rule. The
ultra-rich need to stop complaining and start paying their
fair share.
Otherwise, at some point,
voters will realize their economic stagnation is a result
of class war — a war the ultrarich have been winning for the
last  years.
Paul Arsenovic is
a biology graduate
student. Contact Paul at
arsenopt@dukes.jmu.edu.

my networking site and my
brain, I could now very well see
a post from someone I may not
care about, burying all the posts
I would rather see from a closer
friend.
Speaking of friends, on top
of the news feed and ticking
button, there’s this “subscribe
option.” Forget the old cyberstalking you did. This new
application makes that look like
child’s play.
Now, anyone can follow
and trace the actions of people
you’re not “friends” with.
Facebook already provides a
handful of options MySpace fell
short on, but if they continue to
restructure, Facebook may find
itself superseded by yet another social networking site like
Google+. Hopefully, one that

won’t constantly be in a state of
change each week.
One of the things that
attracted me to Facebook was
the simplicity. Instead of all
the tricky minutia MySpace
entailed, Facebook finally
offered a safer, simpler tool
for communication and social
networking.
Quite honestly, I should be
able to decide myself who I want
to “stalk” or communicate with
on my own time. I do not need
a computer deciding for me, nor
do I need my news feed to solely
highlight the people I have the
most contact with. Shouldn’t the
point of Facebook be to cultivate
a new set of friendships, not to
just stick with a few?
The claim that Facebook tries
to keep up with the times doesn’t

make up for its abundance of
unhappy users. Times are always
changing, but in light of every
new iPhone or Macbook, it’s nice
to have one source of stability.
And that’s exactly why I’ve
considered deactivating my own
account. It’s one thing to implement an optional change that
Facebook users are free to use
to their heart’s delight.
It’s another thing to mandate
a change, pulling each user to
changes and inconsistency.
To me, Facebook is meant to
enhance both your social and
corporate life — not complicate
it.
Sandy Jolles is freshman
media arts & design
major. Contact Sandy at
jollessn@dukes.jmu.edu.

PORN | Women have choice
continued from page A7

Therefore, the real setback
from universal equality is not
the porn, but ethics counteracting the value of
equality ingrained into individuals. Whether this value
come from peers, childhood
upbringing or somewhere
else, it’s clear these ideas still
exist.
In Thursday’s issue of The
Breeze, Mary Thompson, an
associate professor in the
English department and cocoordinator of the women’s
studies program, provided a
counterargument to Jensen’s
beliefs.
She brings up one very significant point: The women in
the industry are there by free

will. She does also mention
that, while childhood abuse
and other lifestyle issues may
push women toward going
into this industry, women are
still ultimately deciding to take
part in it.

The source of the
problem is not
the industry, but
the audiences
who watch these
types of porn.
A man condemning women’s professions and telling
them how to act isn’t a step
in the right direction for the

feminist struggle.
The source of the problem
is not the industry, but the
audiences who watch these
types of porn. As said, their
perceptions of women are
already developed if they’re
getting pleasure out of watching them.
It seems our society is not
doing enough to really move
toward equality, and the porn
industry is just cashing in on
it.
Alexa Livezey is a
sophomore media arts
& design and writing,
rhetoric and technical
communication double
major. Contact Alexa at
livezeaj@dukes.jmu.edu.

TRUE OR FALSE?
Joining Greek Life involves
a mutual selection process.

email your thoughts to breezeopinion@gmail.com.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK 2011

Opening Festivities:
International Bazaar

Come and celebrate with the JMU community as we begin this year's International Week. The International Bazaar is a free event which will feature many vendors, music, a slide show presentation,
and displays from the Middle East. Come expand your knowledge and perception of The Middle East
by attending this unique bazaar.
And don't forget to bring a bit of money! A number of international vendors will be present with a
wide variety of items.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH

Commons

11AM-3PM

For additional information: www.jmu.edu/international/iweek
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WHAT IS THE MIDDLE EAST?
Message from Dr. Lee Sternberger, Executive Director of
the Office of International Programs

What is the Middle East? This may well be a controversial question,
but it is also a relatively recent one. Some argue the term “Middle
East” dates back a mere century and a half and has since come to
largely take the place of the term “Near East” – used by Euro-centrists
to refer to parts of Western Asia and North Africa. In that regard,
“Middle East” does refer to a place geographically between Europe
and Asia, but there are other middling biases indexed by the name.
Our many events this week help us unpack some of these identity
issues and misconceptions, learn more and laud the rich histories of
this variably defined region, discuss collaborations and tensions
among practitioners of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, and look
toward the future in which we all share. We encourage you to
explore the Middle East through presentations, panels, and a variety
of other events during oIP’s International Week. We also hope you
take advantage of the many opportunities offered by the oIP throughout the year to expand your horizons.
Exchange Programs
JMU offers a variety of exchange programs
and also can help you work with external
study abroad programs. Among our
exchange programs are the American
University of Sharjah in the United Arab
Emirates, and the American University in
Cairo and Misr International University – both
in Egypt. These exchange programs are
available for the fall or spring semesters or a
full academic year. Exchange programs are
not available during the summer. To learn
more, please visit our website at:
www.jmu.edu/international/abroad/progra
ms_exchange.shtml
The American University in Cairo, Egypt. Photo courtesy of Lorie Merrow.

The American University of Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates. Photo
courtesy of Lorie Merrow.

A section of the Israeli wall at the Qalandiya checkpoint near the West
Bank city of Ramallah. Israel is one of the newest states in the Middle
East, having gained its status as an independent parliamentary
democracy in 1948. Palestine is currently seeking statehood through
the United Nations. Photo courtesy of Lorie Merrow.
An elaborate irrigation system north of Baghdad and along the Tigris
River, which runs through Iraq with the Euphrates River. Many
millennia ago, these rivers were key to the growth of the Cradle of
Civilization known as Mesopotamia, which spanned what is today
all of Iraq and parts of Syria, Turkey and Iran. This region was an
early site of intensive agriculture, and it developed into one of the
major riverine civilizations where humans initially took on the project
of urban living. Photo courtesy of Karim Altaii.

Students among Greco-Roman ruins in Jerash, Jordan. For more
information about the 2012 JMU in Jordan: An Arabic
Language and Cultural Summer, contact Dr. Karim Altaii
(altaiikx@jmu.edu) and Israa Alhassani (alhassix@jmu.edu). To
access the most up-to-date list of programs, please see the oIP
website at: www.jmu.edu/international/abroad/programs.shtml.
Photo courtesy of Dr. Karim Altaii.

To learn about this and more, you can tune in to Al Jazeera, which
celebrates its 15th anniversary this year. Founded in Qatar in 1996, Al
Jazeera is a trusted information source throughout the Middle East and
the world. With the launch of Al Jazeera English in 2006, its popularity
has soared even further. Interested in reading, watching, and/or
listening? Go to http://english.aljazeera.net/

The bustling city of Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates sits
along the Persian Gulf and neighbors Dubai. Photo courtesy of
Lorie Merrow.

A street sign in three languages in Jerusalem – Arabic,
Hebrew and English. Photo courtesy of Lorie Merrow.

An impressive example of Islamic architecture, this former palace of Saddam
Hussein is in Baghdad, Iraq, near the Tigris River and the Baghdad airport. Photo
courtesy of Timothy Norville.

A mosaic adorns a Coptic Christian Church in Cairo, Egypt.
Photo courtesy of Lorie Merrow.

Built in the late 7th century, the Dome on the Rock on the Temple Mount is perhaps the most
famous Islamic mosque in Jerusalem. Photo courtesy of Lorie Merrow.

A UNESCO World Heritage Site, Petra has been
inhabited since prehistoric times. Carved and
built into sandstone cliffs, Petra is located in
Jordan between the Red Sea and the Dead Sea,
served as a major crossroads between Arabia,
Egypt and Syria-Phoenicia, and now attracts
tourists from all over the world. Photo courtesy of
Dr. Karim Altaii.

JMU in Jordan participants don Bedouin garb during the 2011
summer program. Photo courtesy of Dr. Karim Altaii.

So many kinds of olives in Fez, Morocco. Photo courtesy of
Lorie Merrow.

Like the area in which such shops are
located, the ceramics on display here
represent the interplay of different
cultures, worldviews and histories
through their patterns and sayings.
Old City Jerusalem: holy city to
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Photo
courtesy of Lorie Merrow.

Information derived from JMU faculty and staff, wire reports, UNESCO.org, and other websites as noted.
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soccer

Men’s team shuts out CAA competition

meet the player

Paul Wyatt
Men’s Soccer Forward
Hometown Modbury,
England

Major health sciences
Year junior
What’s your favorite
thing about America?

Hard to say. I like a lot of
the sports. I’d say football.
It’s sorta like rugby but in a
full suit of armor. I like how
big sports are here and the
atmosphere they have.

PHOTOS BY Paul Jones / the breeze

TOP Junior forward Paul Wyatt pushes past a Towson University player in battle for the ball. Wyatt scored two goals in Saturday’s
game. BOTTOM Senior forward Patrick Innes charges past a Towson defender to advance the ball downfield.
By David Barton
The Breeze

It was a rout in every phase of the game
Saturday as the Dukes took on the Towson
University Tigers.
A sloppy pitch and rescheduled match
time didn’t faze the Dukes (4-1-1, 1-0 CAA)
as they won their first Colonial Athletic
Association match of the season 3-0 against
the Tigers (1-4-1, 0-1 CAA).
JMU was led by junior forward captain
Paul Wyatt, who scored twice and was the
vocal leader on the field. His high motor
and skill on the ball were in full view, as
the Englishman made run after run into
the penalty box.
“I thought my finishing was a lot better than it has been,” Wyatt said. “I haven’t
scored up until now and it feels good to get
the first two under the belt.”
The Dukes dominated possession
throughout the first half with precision
passing. They were combative on defense

with hard tackles and created opportunities for themselves in front of goal. JMU had
a total of 23 shots to Towson’s six.
“That’s a very good result for us,” head
coach Tom Martin said. “We came out with
a lot of energy; we were flying in the first
half and we were unlucky not to be up by
three.”
The beginning of the second half proved

more difficult for the Dukes as the Tigers
tried to come back from a 2-0 deficit.
“We knew they’d come after us in some
form in the second half,” Martin said. “They
chose to put two big guys up front and
knock just a ton of long balls and live off the
second balls. They couldn’t pass through
us, so they tried to go over us.”
The major difference between the two
teams was the midfield play. JMU was
hustling to the ball and easily dispossessing Towson’s midfielders as they tried to
move down the pitch.
Redshirt junior holding midfielder
Christian McLaughlin proved decisive in
the stout display as he challenged players
constantly, along with adding an offensive
spark.
“It’s important when it’s a CAA game
at home to really set the tone and come
out and tackle hard,” McLaughlin said.
“Basically it starts from me. If I tackle
see soccer, page B2

Who’s your favorite
athlete and why?

I’ve always idolized David
Beckham. He’s like an
ambassador for our country.
He’s never been the best
player — but in terms of
everything he stands for.

What’s on repeat on
your iPod? Adele.
If you could play
another sport besides
soccer, what would it
be? Rugby. I used to play

even before soccer. I went
to a pretty high level but
chose soccer. There’s a quote
I like that goes something
like, “Rugby is an animals’
game played by gentlemen,
and soccer is a gentlemen’s
game played by animals.”

Who’s your funniest
teammate? Dale [Robins-

Bailey]. He’s an inspiration,
really. He’s been through a
lot but he has such a positive
outlook on life. He’ll crack a
joke anytime.

Volleyball

Dukes defeat William & Mary, VCU in CAA opening weekend
By Carleigh Davis
The Breeze

Intense blocking and defensive
positioning from the women’s volleyball team proved to be successful
this weekend after the Dukes collected 96 total kills during the beginning
of Colonial Athletic Association play.
The Dukes swept the College of William & Mary on Friday evening, with
sophomore middle blocker Kelly
Maguire leading the team with 11
kills, followed by junior outside hitter
Danielle Erb with eight. Erb also made
an impact in Saturday’s game against
Virginia Commonwealth University,
where she had 18 kills and 11 digs.
The defense has really stepped up
its game, and Erb knows it’s because
of the extra focus.

“We have shown that we
have been playing true
to our team, and that’s
definitely gonna help.”
Kelly Maguire

sophomore middle blocker

“We’ve been working on [blocking]
all week,” Erb said. “That’s been our
main focus. I feel like we’ve improved
greatly on that.”
The focus on blocking paid off, with
the team holding 19 blocks combined
between both the W&M game and the
VCU game. With the variety of defensive skills the team has developed,
head coach Lauren Steinbrecher said
the team needs improvement, but
progress is showing.
“I thought we started the season
off really well blocking,” Steinbrecher
said. “But then we had a little bit of a
lull. But it was great to see us come
out tonight with a lot of terminating
blocks.”
But blocking contributes to a game’s
pace and can also determine how
well a team performs. With a 3-0 win
against W&M and a 3-1 win against
VCU, the Dukes have grown since
their two losses at the JMU Coca-Cola
Classic.
Freshman outside hitter Lizzy Briones believes a good defense can be a
factor in winning against tough CAA
teams.
“I think the big thing with blocking,

especially for those couple games, was
momentum,” Briones said. “VCU had
some really great hitters and they
were crushing balls … for us to be
able to block them really changed the
momentum and just really picks it up
on our side of the court.”
Although the JMU volleyball team
seemed flawless in their defensive
movement, Steinbrecher has already
found places to tweak.
“We’re trying to work on our hand
positioning and getting over the net,”
Steinbrecher said.
Because of blocking, the Dukes
regained control of the match after
VCU took the second set.
Briones said that blocking can
alter a game in a postive manner and
increase morale during the game.
“It just really boosts our confidence,” Briones said. “It shows that
we’re a good team and we can play as
well as we know we can, and shows
everyone else that we can too.”
Maguire knows that although each
game is important, it is necessary for
the team to keep its focus on the main
goal: CAA championships.
“We were definitely in a little bit of a
slump, but I think that all of the energy has paid off these past few games,”
Maguire said. “We have shown that we
have been playing true to our team,
and that’s definitely gonna help.”
Erb recognizes that bonding is necessary for success on and off the court.
In a team-oriented sport such as volleyball, clear communication and
trust are needed to succeed.
“I couldn’t have played that way
without my team surrounding me.
I mean, I thought everyone put in a
great effort,” Erb said. “We’ve been
really working on our team vibe and
our team energy and I feel like tonight,
and last night’s win against William &
Mary, it showed.”
The Dukes will continue CAA
play on Friday night when they play
George Mason University at home. Erb
believes this strong defensive momentum can carry the team throughout the
rest of the season.
“As long as we keep getting better,
little by little each week, we can
just keep playing with confidence
throughout
the
CAAs,
and,
hopefully, it’ll take care of itself,” Erb
said.
Contact Carleigh Davis at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Photos by Paul Jones / the breeze

TOP Sophomore middle blocker Kelly Maguire (left) and freshman outside hitter Martha Stewart block a hit from the College
of William & Mary. The Dukes had a total of 19 blocks this weekend against CAA competitors. BOTTOM LEFT Senior outside
hitter Holly Wall attempts to defend the ball against William & Mary player Julia Swalchick. Hall had six kills during the game.
BOTTOM RIGHT Redshirt freshman setter Kristi Richardson sets the ball over the net.
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SOCCER | Plays with chip on shoulder FOOTBALL | Fumbles forced
from page B1

hard, everyone else starts to
tackle hard, and you could see
that for the whole  minutes.”
He posted five shots to the
Dukes’ total, along with providing balls to JMU’s two forwards
in Wyatt and senior Patrick
Innes.
“Paul and Christian are the
two fittest kids on the team,”
Martin said. “They work the
hardest. If you clocked their
mileage, they are probably
doing six to eight miles a game.
They’re good leaders. Christian,
by the example he sets, by the
work that he does; Paul by the
work that he does ... but Paul’s
vocal. I think the kids fed off that
leadership today.”
The Dukes play the No. 
West Virginia University Mountaineers at home Wednesday
before they continue conference play next weekend at
home against the Northeastern
University Huskies.
The Mountaineers are a
talented squad and will be a
midweek test for the Dukes.
“They are a great team,” Martin said. “They were in the top
five at one time. They’re big,
they’re athletic, they’re strong,
they’re deep and they’re technical. They very well could be a
final-four team this year.”
The Dukes were picked to
finish eighth in the CAA during

PAUL JONES / THE BREEZE

Senior forward Patrick Innes prepares to take one of his four shots
on goal against Towson University. The Dukes defeated Towson 3-0.

the preseason. It’s a ranking the
fourth-place Dukes use as motivation for the season.
“It put the chip on our shoulder right there to pick us eighth,”
McLaughlin said. “I think we are
a lot better team than that, and
we are trying to get in the top
three.”
With  more CAA matches
to go, the Dukes have barely
scratched the surface of their
competition. Their failures in
the tournament in recent years
are also motivating the team
to improve. The Dukes haven’t
won the CAA since .
“We are a lot closer than we
have been before,” Wyatt said.
“You can see that in the way we
are playing. We had that hunger

in our eyes before the game and
we are all willing to fight for
each other.”
The Dukes play their second
top- team in the nation on
Wednesday when they take on
the Mountaineers, after playing
the No.  University of North
Carolina Tarheels in a - Sept.
 loss.
The Dukes need to cut
down on costly mistakes if
they want to stay in the game
on Wednesday, because teams
like West Virginia will capitalize, according to Martin.
CONTACT David Barton at
breezesports@gmail.com.

ASHLEY GRISHAM / THE BREEZE

Redshirt junior free safety Ryan Smith tackles William & Mary senior running back Jonathan Grimes.
from front

needed.
Clinging to a - lead late
in the third quarter, Robertson forced a fumble from
Tribe running back Keith
McBride, while redshirt freshman defensive tackle Anthony
McDaniel fell on it to give JMU
the ball on the W&M -yard

line.
A few plays later, redshirtsophomore running back
Dae’Quan Scott found the end
zone, giving the Dukes a -
lead — just under  minutes
left in the game.
This was a prime example
of how the Dukes’ offense and
defense worked hand in hand.
“With the offense, the

way we know we can play, I
don’t think there’s any way
we can lose,” said redshirt
junior quarterback Justin
Thorpe. “With the defense
playing well, it’s only a bonus.”
CONTACT David
Halstead at halstedh@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK 2011

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Dr. Eric Davis
Dr. Eric M. Davis is a Professor of
Political Science at Rutgers
University and past director of
the University’s Center for Middle
Eastern Studies. Dr. Davis has
conducted extensive research on
various issues in the Middle East,
relating to religion, political
power, historical contexts, and oil
wealth. In addition to authoring
numerous books and publications
about the region, he is an active
contributor to his blog, entitled,
“The New Middle East.” The title
of Dr. Davis’ speech will be
Lessons Learned in Iraq and
Afghanistan: the Future of U.S.
Foreign Policy in the Middle East.

Tuesday, September 27th

HHS 2301

7:00 pm

For additional information: www.jmu.edu/international/iweek
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Tell us what you think
‘moneyball’ review

at breezejmu.org

on page B7

Editors Beth Cole & Jeff Wade Email breezearts@gmail.com
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And the beat goes on
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Alicia Hesse

Healthier you

Recipe for a
fresh face
Exfoliate your skin
while making a snack

Student label Madistrophic gets
students singing again
By Kassie Hoffmeister
contributing writer

Katie Baroody / the breeze

Michael Johnson formed Madistrophic and signed the band, The Last Kings, this year. The
label also plans to hold events and concerts downtown throughout the year.

After a year and a half, JMU’s student-run record
label Madistrophic is finally settling into a groove.
This year, the label has taken off, signing its first
artist, and is in the process of releasing their first
album.
The idea for the label came about after Eighty One
Records, University Program Board’s former student
record label, was reorganized into Spotlight Sounds,
which focuses on live concerts. Michael Johnson, a
junior writing, rhetoric and technical communication and media arts and design double major,
thought campus still needed a record label, and
decided to start one himself.
Johnson used a packet by Sean Branigan, who
was the Director of Artist and Repertoire for University Program Board, titled “How To Set Up A Record
Label,” as a handbook. He also used his background
as a music industry minor to start the label.
Madistrophic Records experienced setbacks
including a long hunt for members and a name.
“It hasn’t been quite as easy as I may have thought
when I first came up with it,” Johnson said. “I just
tried to be as persistent as possible and constantly
believe JMU is a place where something like this can
be done.”
Johnson started by getting an interest sheet together and finding people who wanted to get involved.
He said that in the beginning, more than 25 students were interested in the organization and about
15 became a part of it.
“A year of struggling wiped out a lot [of them],”
he said. “One other member and I are the only
originals left.”
see Label, page B6

Week of culture starts with intense ride in ‘Ten’
By Oscar Jurado
The Breeze

All you need for a window into
another country is a camera in someone’s car.
This is what Iranian director Abbas
Kiarostami accomplished in his critically acclaimed film “Ten.”
The film this week, which debuted
in 2002 and was nominated for the
Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival,
is notable not only for its third-world
feminist elements, but also for the
filming style and the dialogue.
It’s divided into 10 separate conversations that take place in the car of a
taxi driver, played by Mania Akbari.
The filming style consisted of two cameras mounted on the dashboard of the
taxi cab Akbari drives.

The film played Wednesday to an
audience of about 100 in the Miller
auditorium.
The JMU Office of International
Programs sponsored the film series
with assistance from the justice
studies department and the Middle
Eastern communities and migrations
minor.
The focus of the film series was on
social justice, according to Thomas
Lavenir, assistant director of the International Students and Scholars Office.
The series is Middle Easternthemed to coincide with this week’s
international week.
Kiarostami wrote an outline for
the film, but the acting was almost
completely improvised. Due to this

International Week events
International Bazzar
Monday on The Commons, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
“From Fez to Isfahan: Fashion, Food
and Music throughout the Middle
East” culture show
Monday in Transitions, 7 p.m.
Study Abroad Fair
Tuesday in Festival Ballroom, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
“Lessons Learned in Iraq and Afghanistan: the Future of U.S. Foreign
Policy in the Middle East” by keynote speaker Eric Davis
Tuesday in HHS 2301, 7 p.m.

Middle Eastern Cooking Class with
Tassie
Wednesday on the Commons, 12 p.m. to 1
p.m.
Public Debate: American youth have
much to learn from the youth of the
Middle East and North Africa
Wednesday in Wilson Auditorium, 6:30 p.m.
Middle East Through Our Eyes panel
Wednesday in Taylor 405, 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
“A Musical Event: The Middle East!”
Thursday in the Concert Hall of the Forbes
Center for the Performing Arts, 8 p.m.

‘Gears 3’ shreds through predecessors
“Gears of War” is probably the
franchise most emblematic of this
generation of video games.
With its burly, macho-man
aesthetic and focus on competitive
online multiplayer, it’s easy to
see why it has served as a sort of
blueprint for games in the last five
years.
Which is why it’s funny that
“Gears of War 3” is pretty much
an argument against all of its
imitators.
The single player — a misnomer
considering up to three friends
can play along — is a huge step up
from the truncated single-player
of its predecessor. The campaign
runs an above average 10 hours
and features a surprising amount
of maturity and sophistication for
what has historically been a pretty
stupid franchise.
In previous “Gears” games, the
characters were probably the last
people on Earth you would want
to spend time with. Now they are.
This creates a sense of desperation
and melancholy in the game’s
atmosphere, while the plot fleshes
out these previously fairly one-note
characters.
The increased length and altered
pacing allow players more time
to take in the improved graphics.

‘Gears of War 3’

Xbox 360, ‘M’

The “Gears” games have always
served as a technical showcase for
the Xbox 360, but an improved art
direction that takes players to more
colorful and diverse environments
is the biggest reason this game
looks so damn good.
And in a welcome deviation
from earlier games in the series,
this one has an actual ending —
one with finality unexpected from
a mammoth franchise.
Online competitive multiplayer
hasn’t changed much since players
got a taste of it in the multiplayer
beta test in the spring. It is “Gears”
multiplayer through and through,
so if you appreciate a more
strategic and team-based take on
your online shooter, you still find a
lot to like in the online modes.
Other more cooperative
multiplayer modes are where most
of the fun is.
“Horde,” the wave-based survival
mode introduced in “Gears of
War 2,” became something of a
shooter standard. Cribbing a little
from its imitators, improvements
to this mode make it even more
hectic, as the mode now allows
players to make encampments and
fortify them with cash earned from

It was the first time
I’ve ever made my own
facemask and my own
guacamole — and I was
satisfied with both.

Guacamole mask

I chopped up about six grape
tomatoes as small as I could get
them, added it to a bowl with an
avocado and two squeezes of lime
and mashed it all up. Before applying
it to my face, I dabbed some lime
juice onto my forehead to for an extra
astringent kick. I left it on for about
10 minutes, in the meantime adding
extra ingredients to the bowl and
snacking on what soon transformed
into a dip with some Tostitos.
It was the first time I’ve ever made
my own facemask and my own
guacamole — and I was satisfied with
both. Immediately after washing off
the green mixture with warm water,
my cheeks felt smooth without being
oily.

Oatmeal scrub

Then, I decided to make myself
an exfoliating scrub. The recipe
consisted of Quaker Oats oatmeal,
honey and some milk. I let it sit for
a couple minutes before continuing
to scrub and rinse. I finished off my
self-treatments by dotting some
apple cider vinegar on the little pests
on my forehead that started it all.
It may be too soon to tell, but it
definitely had a positive effect on my
skin overall, which now looks more
even and less red and irritated.

D-I-Y skin tricks

see Film, page B7

Video Game Review

By Jeff Wade
The Breeze

There’s nothing like waking up
to find little red dots colonizing my
forehead. Yeah, I’m talking about
pimples.
Instead of
running out
and spending
more money
on an
ineffective
zit-zapping fix
from a bottle,
I was curious
to see if there
were any at home remedies I could
put to the test. It turns out there were
a whole bunch already in my kitchen.
There are tons of “recipes” for
facemasks and scrubs on the web
(I found a lot of interesting ones on
“The Dr. Oz Show” website), but
I decided I’d just come up with a
concoction of my own based on what
different foods are said to do when
applied on skin.

Courtesy of Microsoft

“Gears of War 3”allows players to finish a story half a decade in the making.

defeating foes, giving it a more
strategic element and making it a
lot of fun.
The new “Beast” mode cribs a
little from “Left 4 Dead,” allowing
players to play the Locust enemies
and try to take out the human
forces. As opposed to the dragout fights of “Horde,” the short
time limit creates a frantic rush to
decimate opponents that almost
make it seem like a puzzle.
As the only really new game
type, it isn’t quite as finely polished
as the other, more time-tested
offerings, and would be almost
astronomically better if it allowed

other players to play as the human
characters. Still, it’s a slight wrinkle
that changes aspects of the game
enough to keep the core shooting
mechanics from getting old.
Whatever players prefer, it all
adds up to an immensely satisfying
package that, even as it suggests
the end of the “Gears” franchise,
gives players enough to enjoy until
it comes back.
After all, gears do have a
tendency to keep on turning.
Contact Jeff Wade at
breezearts@gmail.com.

Try making a skin care creation of
your own with a mix of ingredients
that suit your skin type.
For oily skin and blemishes,
try honey in your mix. It’s a mild
antiseptic, keeps skin moisturized
and can help reverse sun damage.
Banana peels can also help with
acne, so using a peel might be the
best remedy. Apple cider vinegar is
an antibacterial astringent; rubbing
alcohol will also help dry it out.
Citrusy and acidic fruits, like the
limes and tomatoes, will act as good
astringents too, reducing the size of
pores, cleansing and leaving a glow.
Apply cautiously — they can
make the skin tingle to the point of
irritation.
You could also make it a
moisturizing mask with avocado,
yogurt or milk to soothe skin and
leave it feeling soft.
If you’ve got unwanted dark spots
or freckles, you can try to bleach
them out with lemon juice. For
dark or puffy circles under eyes, try
using tea bags left in the refrigerator
overnight for a caffeine wake-up call
and cooling effect.
Before you go smearing some
breakfast-looking mash-up onto your
face, put a little bit of it on your wrist
and leave it on for a few minutes to
make sure you won’t have a negative
reaction to it.
Who knows? You may discover
that something as cheap and simple
as a honey-spot treatment could
replace the expensive name-brand
jar you usually turn to. So far, it’s
working for me.
Alicia Hesse is a senior media arts
& design major. Contact Alicia at
hesseam@dukes.jmu.edu.
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CONLEY | Remembers ‘every single student he comes in contact with’
from front

a year as a school resource
officer, that he learned to work
with young people and connect
with them.
“It’s about knowing their
interests and things about their
everyday life,” Conley said. “It’s
about knowing the inside jokes,
even their hand signs. You walk
by a Zeta Tau Alpha sister and
throw up the ‘crown’ sign, and
they immediately like you
because you know something
about their organization.”
The father of a -year-old
daughter and a -year-old
son, Conley knows young people. Conley is committed to
his children, though they live
in Elkton with Conley’s ex-wife.
Some of Conley’s career
highlights include raising
$, to buy a canine unit
for the Elkton Police Department. Between  and ,

Conley solved all but one felony case at the Elkton PD. One
of his proudest career accomplishments to date is increasing
the community-based Elkton
Neighborhood Watch program
from  members to  strong.
After a conflict between
Conley and the Elkton police
chief, Conley left the department. The Elkton chief of police
eventually admitted to lying to
get Conley fired.
A few years later, he came to
JMU for fresh start.
One of his first friends was a
student, Meredith Strickland,
who is now in graduate school
at Duke University to become a
nurse practitioner. Conley and
Strickland have remained close
since she graduated from JMU,
and he even spent last Thanksgiving with Strickland and her
family.
“His outgoing personality
is the best thing about him,”

Strickland said. “He honestly
wants to be your friend, and
he never uses his ‘cop’ role
aggressively.”
When he first interviewed
with JMU’s Police Department
in , he told Tammy Knott
of the Judicial Affairs Office
that he wanted to meet every
student at JMU.
“She looked at me, slid back
in her chair, folded her hands,
and asked me if I knew how
many students went to JMU. I
said ‘Oh, about ,,’ ” Conley said, cracking a smile.
Knott said she “could tell by
his interview that it was very
important to him to connect
with the students and become
a real part of the community.”
Scott Coverstone, JMU deputy chief of police, agrees that
Conley plays a specific role in
the community.
“He’s got this uncanny ability to remember every single

student he comes in contact
with. It really makes him stand
out as in individual in our
force,” Coverstone said.
Conley feels thankful to the
JMU police for allowing him to
make his own niche here.
“I knew what I wanted to
do here, but what I have done
since has far [exceeded] what
I originally thought, and I feel
unbelievably blessed,” Conley said. “I am so lucky to have
been given the freedom to be
myself: the infamous Officer
Conley.”
He has certainly made an
impression. The Facebook
group “I know Officer Conley at JMU” has more than
, members, and Conley
has more than , “friends”
himself.
“He started talking to me and
he asked me to be his Facebook
friend,” said fifth -year senior
Josh Verstandig. “I thought it

was so cool to be friends on
Facebook with a JMU cop.”
Still, tough situations arise
with students, and Conley has
to deal with them.
The  Springfest was a
bad day for Conley. When he
came into work that evening
around  p.m., police had
already responded with tear
gas to the riots in Forest Hills
Townhomes. Conley’s job as
soon as he got into uniform
was to go down to the Convocation Center and direct 
state troopers, in full riot gear,
where to go.
“At that point I had no idea
what was going on,” Conley said. “When I heard what
had happened, I just was like,
‘You’ve got to be kidding.’ I
didn’t see that coming at all.”
Since the  tragedy at
Virginia Tech that left a gunman and  dead, JMU police
have significantly increased

the amount of training officers
receive to deal with situations
where an “active shooter” is the
No.  threat. The goal is for an
officer to be able to manage a
dangerous situation, effectively becoming a one-man SWAT
team until backup arrives. Officers in JMU Police have also
received, according to Conley,
“better equipment,” most of
which “we hope students never
have to see.”
“JMU has all kinds of people
with special talents. JMU PD is
the same,” Conley said. “We
have SWAT people, IT people,
evidence techs, people who
specialize in handguns — you
name it. Guess what my specialty is?”
And many would probably
guess, “people.”
CONTACT Katy
Summerlin at summerkj@
dukes.jmu.edu.

LABEL | Promotes artists, books shows, gets exposure for students
from page B5

Once he had interested people, they began sponsoring
other concerts at downtown
venues and events on campus.
Madistrophic teamed up
with the University Program
Board in last year’s Rumble
Down Under. The program is a
battle of the bands competition
held in Taylor Down Under
every fall semester since .
The winner of last year’s
contest, Andrew Rohlk, was
given an opportunity to work
with the new record label. They
professionally recorded, produced, mixed, and mastered

his first solo record, “A Little
Less Rough” in an in-house
studio.
Johnson emphasized that a
major part of the organization
is its connections.
“We run because we have
people that know people in
UPB, we have people that know
people with venues and we
have people that know people
in mastering,” he said.
Chris Burden, a senior
media arts and design major,
provided Madistrophic the
opportunity to co-sponsor a
show at The Bag on  West
Market St. in downtown Harrisonburg in April .

Burden grew up with some
of the members of The Last
Kings, who were in the lineup
for the show. Burden pitched
the band to Johnson and
played it for the other members of Madistrophic.
“I kind of put myself in
charge of the Artist and Repertoire,” Burden said. “They are
the guys that scout out new talent for record labels.”
The Last Kings became the
first band to be signed by Madistrophic’s label.
Jeremiah Smith, a senior
international affairs and philosophy double major, is the
singer, songwriter and guitarist

for The Last Kings. He started
negotiating with Johnson, and
by the end of last school year,
the band signed a contract.
Johnson “heard us and
decided he really wanted to
try and get us onto the label,”
Smith said.
At the beginning of the summer, The Last Kings recorded a
three-track demo and are currently in the process of trying
to finish the editing.
“The deal is really great for
us and for them as well,” Smith
said.
Madistrophic will be promoting the band with flyers
and local radio promotions,

trying to get the bands gigs
downtown and working with
radio stations to get their demo
played.
“It’s a developing process,
but we are all really excited,”
Smith said.
Madistrophic’s largest project is the upcoming Rumble
Down Under.
“We are revamping it this
year and we’re trying to make it
friendly for bands and for solo
artists,” Johnson said.
Nothing has been finalized,
but they are trying to make the
competition fairer for both
sides, since bands tend to be
bigger and louder than single

artists.
Madistrophic is also
co-sponsoring a show in downtown Harrisonburg within the
next month, as well as trying to
organize screenings of music
documentaries.
Madistrophic announces
their events on their Facebook
page. It is also their most popular method of communication.
Madistrophic have meetings every Monday at :
p.m. in the conference room
next to the entrance in TDU.
CONTACT Kassandra
Hoffmeister at hoffmekk@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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‘Moneyball’: A mighty Pitt at the bat

FILM | Showcases
cultural themes in Iran
from page B5

minimal scripting, the film had
the feeling of a documentary.
The characters that revolve
through the cab range from an
old woman going to a mausoleum to pray to a prostitute,
demonstrating the diversity
that exists in the massive city of
Tehran.
Kiarostami drew from the
real-life relationship between
the lead actress, Akbari, and
her son, played by Amin Maher,
which added a realistic element.

“It was interesting
to get a different
persepctive of the
life of a child in
another culture.”
Michael Martin
sophomore
psychology major

Amin confronts Akbari about
her dishonesty regarding how
she obtained a divorce from
her husband. In Iran, the law
is strict with regards to when
women can divorce their husbands, so Akbari claimed her
husband did drugs.
“A woman has no rights in
our society,” said Akbari in her
defense.
Another highlight is the

MCT Campus

conversation between Akbari
and a prostitute who gets in her
cab. Akbari probes the prostitute
about her lifestyle, since prostitution is punishable by death in
Iran for repeat offenders. The
woman simply emphasizes that
she’s independent because she
doesn’t depend on a man and is
thus less emotional.
Akbari responds, “Don’t you
need feelings?” reflecting Iran’s
traditional cultural emphasis
of women’s reliance on their
husbands.
At the end of the film, some
social commentary is provided
by Amin’s enthusiasm over his
father’s access to satellite television. Kiarostami’s depiction of
the child is a snapshot of how
Iran’s future generation is currently developing.
“It was interesting to get a different perspective of the life of
a child in another culture,” said
sophomore psychology major
Michael Martin.
Iran has a theocratic government, which means it is ruled
by religious leaders.This makes
Iran essential for Middle East
studies and a relevant entry into
the series OIP is sponsoring.
The Middle East theme for
international week is due to
the push for reform occurring in many Middle Eastern
countries, including Egypt,
Syria, Lebanon and Bahrain.
CONTACT Oscar Jurado at
juradoor@dukes.jmu.edu.

Valley Lanes
&Timeout Sports Lounge
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“How can you not be
romantic about baseball?”
says Oakland Athletics
general manager Billy Beane
in “Moneyball.” It’s a question
tinged with sarcasm. Beane
(a slyly intelligent Brad Pitt)
never watches his team play,
catching snatches of the game
on TV or radio.
Insulating himself from the
emotional swings of headfirst
dives into home plate and
heartbreak strikeouts, Beane
learned to see baseball
analytically. He challenged
the tradition-bound sport,
rejecting magical thinking
about lucky streaks, jinxes,
weird rituals and overpaid
superstars. His data-driven
approach took the game out
of the realm of voodoo and
into predictive data mining.
Peter Brand (Jonah Hill),
a naïve Yale University
economics nerd with an
eye for underpriced talent,
helps Beane draft young,

inexpensive players and
unwanted, affordable
veterans with high on-base
percentages. With a team of
“misfit toys,” they transform
the small-market A’s into a
juggernaut.
The film marbles together
the Athletics’ record-breaking
 season with flashbacks
to Billy’s failure-haunted past,
including a failed marriage.
Director Bennett Miller
(“Capote”) and screenwriters
Steve Zaillian (“Schindler’s
List”) and Aaron Sorkin (TV’s
“The West Wing”) nimbly
sidestep every cliché along
the way, looking at the game
of baseball through the
prism of stats and business.
Just as Beane changes the
game, this film creates a new
formula for the sports movie.
A scene with Pitt and Hill in
sublime comic harmony as
they coordinate rapid-fire
player trades while juggling
phones is as exhilarating as a
triple play.
“Moneyball” was adapted

www.OrientalCafeOnline.com

riental
afe

“Each dish is an Asian taste treat.”

‘PG-13’ 133 min.
Starring Brad Pitt, Jonah
Hill, Philip Seymour
Hoffman

from Michael Lewis’
nonfiction bestseller by some
of the talented team that
gave us last year’s “The Social
Network.” It has a similar
focus on a misunderstood,
blunt-spoken visionary and a
similar air of cool, perceptive
brainpower. It’s not really
a sports movie at all, but a
tale of outsiders who defy
conventional thinking and
the institutions that fight
them every step of the way
(personified by prickly Philip
Seymour Hoffman as the
Athletics’ headstrong coach).
There are plenty of colorful
old-school guys hanging
around the A’s clubhouse,
and they’re responsible for
many of the film’s laugh-outloud moments. One veteran

scout nixes a prospective
player because “he has
an ugly girlfriend,” and
therefore no self-confidence
— a wonderfully flawed and
subjective pronouncement.
Those old shamans are about
to be shaken up by Beane’s
new computerized-evidencebeats-intuition vision of the
game. Though not as shocked
as the deep-pocketed New
York Yankees, overrun by the
team with the smallest player
payroll in the league.
Pitt’s Beane is as original
a character as I’ve seen in a
baseball drama. He’s a driven,
disappointed athlete, his
youthful dreams of World
Series glory crushed but still
smoldering. He never became
the top player the recruiters
anticipated. He never even
learned to give those stirring
locker-room speeches that
are sports movie staples; his
big pep talk is five seconds of
silence.
How can you not fall in
love with a movie like that?

Harrisonburg’s Newest
& Finest Restaurant

563 University Blvd. Suite 110
Harrisonburg VA
540-801-8989

540-801-8989

Moneyball


SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CUISINE
General Manager Lawrence Liang brings more
than 35 years experience from the D.C. &
Maryland Metropolitan Area!

“We cook to your taste”
“We will customize your meal”

- The News Leader, Staunton, Va

50%
OFF

Buy One Dinner,
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer

Expires 9/30/2011

Help
Wanted
part~time

experience preferred
cooking customer service
540..434.8721

stop by for an application
3106 S Main St Harrisonburg, VA 22801

INTERNATIONAL WEEK 2011

PUBLIC DEBATE
American youth have much to learn from the
youth of the Middle East and North Africa

This will be the first public
debate of the 2011-2012 year.
Hosted by the Madison Debate
Society, JMU will participate in
a long table format public
debate on the question of social
media, youth and change in the
Middle East. Six universities,
including JMU, will participate in
this public debate. The full
resolution for debate is: the
Arab Spring demonstrates that
American youth have much to
learn from the youth of the
Middle East and North Africa.

WEDNEsday, September 28th

Wilson Auditorium

6:30 pm

For additional information: www.jmu.edu/international/iweek
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BREEZEJMU.ORG
COME LET US
SHOW YOU WHAT
YOUR BACKYARD
CAN’T HAVE
THE LARGEST, FASTEST GROWING
FIELD IN VIRGINIA! FEATURING
MULTI-LEVEL TOWERS AND
1,000+ BUNKERS
GREAT FOR FRATERNITIES,
RECRUITMENT EVENTS, &
BACHELOR PARTIES
CHECK OUT OUR VIDEOS

BIGPEARLPAINTBALL.COM

434.258.1200
2215 WORTHINGTON FAULKNER HWY (RT 130) GLASGOW, VA 24555

INTERNATIONAL WEEK 2011

REFLECTING THE MIDDLE EAST
with special musical guest Simon Shaheen

Shaheen is one of the most significant Arab musicians,
performers, and composers of his generation. His work
incorporates and reflects a legacy of Arabic music, while
it forges ahead to new frontiers, embracing many different styles in the process. This unique contribution to the
world of arts was recognized in 1994 when Shaheen was
honored with the prestigious National Heritage Award at
the White House. Shaheen specializes in both traditional
Arabic music and what's called "fusion music" or "crossover music" that combines elements of many traditions
while respecting their origins.
Courtesy of the Staunton Music Festival

THURSDAY,
SEPTEMBER 29TH
Forbes Center for the Performing Arts
7PM
For additional information: www.jmu.edu/international/iweek

Classifieds
CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM
JEWELERS is looking for
part-time seasonal help. Parttime hours three days a week
including Saturdays. Retail
selling experience is required.
Submit your resume to applications.office@gmail.com.
PUMP IT UP of Harrisonburg is now hiring outgoing,
friendly people with excellent
communication skills with
adults and interactive skills
with kids. Call 434-7867 for
more information.

M O T O R C YC L E R I D E R
SKILLS training for beginners
at Blue Ridge Community College. Bikes, helmets provided.
Passing grade lets you skip
Virginia DMV motorcycle
knowledge, skills licensing
tests. Call 453-2284.
PA I N T I N G , CO U R I E R,
MOVING small items and
furniture. Cleaning, Pressure
washing. Call for quote 540
4147896 414 4341 email mesperon@verizon.net/web site
esperon painting/ First class
courier delivery and moving
on google

SIX BEDROOMS. 201213. Elizabeth St. Private
yard. Exceptional. $345.
540-810-3632

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK

Monday, September 26, 2011
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK 2011

What is the

Middle East?
The Office of International Programs is
happy to announce the 2011 I-Week focus is

The Middle East
The opening festivities will take place from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
on Monday, September 26, with an international bazaar on
The Commons. We hope you’ll come out to enjoy various
street vendors, a sampling of food, and other activities. The
international events throughout the week will include a
musical concert featuring a combination of JMU musicians
and Middle Eastern artists, a study abroad fair, a photo
contest, student performances and concerts!

The winning I-Week Photo Contest photos, plus artifacts from
the Middle East, will be on display in the PRISM Gallery.

For additional information: www.jmu.edu/international/iweek

